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Executive Summary
South Africa has the biggest HIV epidemic and the largest antiretroviral treatment programme
in the world. If the morbidity and mortality of HIV is to be reduced, consistently high
adherence to treatment needs to be achieved, together with increasing access to treatment. Poor
adherence with associated failure of viral suppression affects not only PLHIV, but also dilutes
treatment-as-prevention and result in drug-resistant subtypes of HIV, with the potential to then
spread to the broader population, with dire consequences for South Africans.
It is now recognised that biomedical interventions alone are insufficient in responding
effectively to the HIV epidemic. Adherence is not only a problem of individuals who have
difficulty following the prescription for treatment. A broad range of factors impact on
adherence and merit consideration, including health system, social and structural factors.
The latter include norms and values, as well as social, economic and political structures and
institutions (including the power differential between health-care workers and patients).
Individuals’ responses to adherence are not only (or even primarily) a rational choice, but are
rather social practices influenced by competing social factors. The social practices relevant to an
issue such as adherence differs, depending on the social space – what McNeill and Dickinson
refer to as front- and back-stage interactions. Hence, there may be differences in terms of how
it is ‘performed’ (for example, expressing agreement or concerns about being adherent, taking
or not taking medication, and what is reported in this regard) and where (talking to a sexual
partner at home, to a friend at work, or a health-care worker at a clinic).
Taking into account social and structural factors helps in understanding the South African
epidemic: how it mirrors and exacerbates social and structural rifts such as those of race,
gender, locality and inequity. A similar range of factors needs to be considered for adherence,
looking at multiple, contesting influences on individual patterns of adherence, and avoiding
over-simplification. Monitoring adherence should enable addressing poor adherence as early
as possible, and allow interventions to promote adherence at individual and programmatic
levels. Direct measurement of adherence is generally impossible. Various proxy measures
have been developed, including self-report and pill counts. Irregular attendance of or missed
appointments and loss to follow-up are strong signals of poor adherence or non-adherence.
Regarding factors affecting adherence, most attention has been given to proximal micro- and
meso-level factors related to the individual and his/her personal context. However, in the past
15 years there has been increased awareness of more distal meso- and macro-level factors.
Health system and programmatic factors at local level, such as health-care service accessibility
and acceptability, staff motivation and attitudes, and drug supply chains are now recognised
as affecting adherence. Macro-level health system and programmatic challenges include the
deteriorating and inequitable South African health-care system, together with centralised,
inflexible policies that impede creative local responses. Biomedicine itself affects adherence, and
discourages consideration of macro-level factors external to health care. Such factors include
high unemployment, extreme inequity, poor housing, unequal access to water and sanitation,
gender inequality and gender-based violence, high levels of substance misuse, HIV stigma,
insufficient numbers of qualified health-care personnel, and funding challenges exacerbated by
political and economic shocks. Since 2012 social and structural drivers have been foregrounded
in national planning, but a focus on quantifiable variables hampers development of an in-depth
understanding of such factors and their influence.
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Executive Summary
Pressure has been applied to both health-care providers and patients to ensure good adherence.
Over the years various interventions have been advocated using simplistic models. Approached
to adherence have changed in response to new information or to new resources. The current
adherence counselling model retains an inflexible approach which ignores the power differential
between health-care workers and patients, with the result that patients are discouraged from
disclosing difficulties with adherence. This approach conforms to the dominant biomedical
paradigm. Support groups are defined primarily in terms of providing patients with treatmentrelated information and psychosocial support, hence appearing as prescriptive rather than
supportive, and discouraging open discussion. Their potential to enhance social mobilisation
and provide collective agency is overlooked.
Viewing HIV as a chronic disease has some benefits. Integration of HIV care with that for
other chronic diseases provides opportunities for mutual learning and more rational use of
limited resources. However, this perspective ignores the multiple challenges of HIV as a chronic
condition. Life expectancy as a PLHIV may be extended, but it is still uncertain and complex,
involving physical and mental challenges which impact on treatment adherence and general
health. Looking at chronic illness in terms of various forms of work throws light on the burden
of living with HIV. Unlike other chronic illnesses, HIV remains stigmatised and is infectious,
affecting key social practices such as remaining sexually active and reproducing. The notion
of HIV as a chronic illness hence needs to incorporate the multiple complexities of living with
HIV.
An alternative approach utilises the concept of therapeutic citizenship, which involves assuming
rights (such as to treatment) and responsibilities (such as to be adherent). Nevertheless
therapeutic citizenship may mean that PLHIV living in more developed economies benefit
at the expense of their peers in developing countries. In resource-constrained settings
therapeutic citizenship which leads to activism may prioritise the right to ART over access to
psychiatric treatment and care, or the alleviation of poverty, injustice and structural violence.
Furthermore, the notion of shared citizenship overlooks differences within the community
of therapeutic citizens, and between this community and the broader social order. Differences
within the therapeutic community may include varying levels of adherence, with those who
fail to achieve near-perfect adherence incurring social judgement. The term citizenship also
ignores the differential power relations of health-care workers and patients – an alternate term
such as clientship seems more apt. The notion of therapeutic citizenship encourages a more
nuanced understanding of adherence, but remains problematic. The complexity of therapeutic
citizenship for both health-care workers and PLHIV needs to be acknowledged.
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Introduction
South Africa has the world’s largest antiretroviral treatment (ART) programme,
with approximately 3.7 million people initiated onto treatment by December 20161.
In 2016 the Department of Health significantly extended the programme’s reach
by allowing initiation of ART upon diagnosis with HIV, rather than when the
individual’s CD4 count fell to a particular level (such as 500 or below). Yet reports
of loss to follow up (LTFU) and low rates of viral suppression2 hint at major
programmatic problems, with consequences at both individual and population levels.
A particular concern is that poor adherence and subsequent failure to achieve viral
suppression affect not only people living with HIV (PLHIV) and may require a shift
to second-line or third-line treatment regimens, but that it also enables development
of drug-resistant HIV. Poor adherence also reduces the viability of treatment-asprevention (TasP). Poor adherence is, therefore, likely to constrain treatment options
and to increase treatment costs dramatically.
Although South Africa has the largest cohort worldwide initiated onto ART, we need
to ask whether adequate attention has been given to ensuring long-term adherence
to treatment. If the South African ART programme is to achieve the declared goal
of the South African National Department of Health (i.e. to end the HIV epidemic
by 2030), then the elephant in the room – poor adherence to ART – must be
recognised and addressed. The focus of this monograph is primarily on how social
and structural factors shape and sustain the HIV epidemic, including their influence
on adherence, and the implication of this for promoting adherence. We argue that
dominant ways of thinking about adherence may themselves be problematic and we
suggest alternative approaches.
This monograph focuses on the ART adherence of adults (largely excluding
pregnant women and mothers of infants). It does not address the distinctive
challenges of children’s and adolescents’ adherence to treatment, which merit
separate consideration.

SANAC. (2017). National Strategic Plan on HIV, STIs and TB. 2017-2022. (NSP 2017-2022). Pretoria: SA National
AIDS Council.
2
NDOH. (2016a). Adherence guidelines for HIV, TB and NCDs: Policy and service delivery guidelines for linkage to care,
adherence to treatment and retention in care. Pretoria: Department of Health.
1
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Background
South Africa has the largest HIV epidemic in the world: a generalised epidemic driven largely
by sexual transmission, with the greatest number of PLHIV3. In 2016, an estimated 12.6% of
the population and 18% of adults aged 15-49 years4 were HIV positive. Despite a steady decline
since 2002 of new infections in the 15-49 year age group and a fall in the infection rate amongst
infants to less than 2% (reflecting the impact of the prevention-of-mother-to-child transmission
(PMTCT)5 programme, the number of PLHIV continues to grow. In 2015 there were
approximately 6.19 million PLHIV, compared with 5.48 million in 2011. The increase reflects
not only new infections, but also increased life expectancy as a result of ART6. Since 2005
there has been a consistent decline in mortality owing to HIV-related infections, with a marked
decline of 5% between 2012 and 2015. The proportion of HIV-related deaths nevertheless
remains high (30.5% in 2015), a slight increase on the 2014 figure7.
There are marked differences in HIV prevalence along dimensions such as race, gender and
locality8:
• Black Africans have a higher prevalence than other race groups.
• Women are more affected than men, with about 20% of women in their reproductive years
infected. Women aged 15-49 years have an incidence of new infections that is 1.7 times
that of men in the same age group. Younger women are particularly affected, with the
prevalence of young women aged 15-19 years eight times as high as that of young men in
the same age group; similarly the incidence among young women aged 15-24 years is four
times that of their male counterparts.
• Prevalence is affected by locality. Prevalence differs by province, with the highest rates in
KwaZulu-Natal, Mpumalanga and the Free State, and the lowest rates in the Western Cape
and the Northern Cape. Urban informal settlements have a much higher prevalence than
urban formal, rural formal or informal settlements.
It is generally accepted that the HIV epidemic has developed out of a complex interaction
of biological, social and structural factors9. The role of social and structural factors is often
underplayed or acknowledged only in passing. While we do not dispute the importance of
biological factors in the HIV epidemic, our focus is on the role that social and structural factors
play in shaping and sustaining the epidemic, including impacting adherence.

Social and structural factors
It is important to clarify what we mean by social and structural factors. There is no standard
definition of social and structural drivers. However, UNAIDS refers to them as “the social
and structural factors, such as poverty, gender inequality, and human rights violations, that are
not easily measured [and] that increase people’s vulnerability to HIV infection”10. Auerbach
et al. note that “much of what humans do, think, and desire is influenced, if not determined
As discussed further below, the use of acronyms such as PLHIV to refer to people living with HIV may obscure the work involved in
living with HIV. Acronyms may also contribute to positioning people living with HIV as ‘other’.
4
Statistics SA (2017). Mid-year population estimates, 2017. Pretoria. Statistics South Africa. https://www.statssa.gov.za/publications/
P0302/P03022017.pdf
5
Shisana O, Rehle T, Simbayi LC, Zuma K, Jooste S, Labadarios D, et al. (2014) South African national HIV prevalence, incidence and
behaviour survey, 2012. Cape Town: HSRC Press.
6
Ibid.
7
Statistics SA (2016). Op. cit.
8
Shisana et al. (2014). Op. cit.
9
Shisana et al. (2012). Ibid.
10
UNAIDS. (2007). Practical guidelines for intensifying HIV prevention: towards universal access. Geneva: UNAIDS.
3
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Background
by, norms, values, networks, structures, and institutions...” [italics in original]11. These factors do not
operate in a simple causal fashion, but “...are interactive phenomena reflective of social and
cultural processes, institutional practices, and sets of arrangements... [They] are complex,
fluid, non-linear, and contextual, and they interact dynamically with biological, psychological,
behavioral, and other social factors.”12.
Auerbach et al. stress that social and
“Norms are rules about behavior that reflect and
structural factors should always be
embody prevailing cultural values and are usually
carefully delineated, both conceptually
backed by social sanctions (formal and informal).
and practically, relative to a specific
Values are ideas held by individuals and groups
context. According to Kippax, the need
about what is desirable, proper, good, or bad.
for specificity in the HIV epidemic
Networks are the webs of human relationships
reflects two critical considerations.
(including dyadic, familial, social, sexual, and drugFirstly, “epidemics are [always] local
using) through which social (including sexual)
and particular – in the sense that their
exchange occurs and social norms are played out.
patterning is specific to [and shaped by]
Structures and institutions are the material and
particular social, cultural and political
operational manifestations of social norms and
conditions”13 [bracketed phrase added].
networks, such as family units, organized religion,
Secondly, the extent to which prevention
legislative and policy apparatus, educational
or treatment programmes are effective
systems, military and industrial organizations,
is likewise dependent not solely on the
etc., in which social interaction is patterned and,
actions of individuals, but on the extent to often, controlled. Beliefs, attitudes, behaviors, and
which such programmes fit with and are
practices of individuals and groups are framed by,
supported by the local social, cultural and and in turn influence, the dynamic nature of these
structural context. The overall success or
elements of society” (Auerbach et al., 2010:2).
failure of a programme will be determined
by the extent to which particular contexts
work in favour of or against individuals being able, for example, to access and use condoms, or
to obtain antiretroviral treatment and be supported in adhering to treatment. This consideration
is key to understanding HIV transmission, prevention and treatment.
According to Parkhurst, “the patterning of human sexual [and other] practices is deeply
embedded in, and shaped by, underlying social, economic, and legal-political structures”14
[bracketed phrase added]. These structures may be conceptualised as drivers that shape
patterns of (risk) behaviour, or as barriers or facilitators that mediate how individuals engage
with the options available in a particular environment, for example, to avoid HIV infection.
Parkhurst conceptualises these factors as exerting their influence along pathways that vary along
a continuum from distal to proximal: some may exert their effect through a complex chain
of influence, while others exert a more direct and immediate influence. Finally, he suggests
that it is useful to consider the level at which the factors operate: macro-level factors affect the
whole society or large segments of a society (for example, national economic policies, or legal
frameworks); meso-level factors exert their effect at an institutional, group or community level
11
Auerbach JD, Parkhurst JO & Cáceres CF. (2011). Addressing social drivers of HIV/AIDS for the long-term response: Conceptual and
methodological considerations. Global Public Health, 1-17, 2.
12
Auerbach et al. (2011) Ibid, 3.
13
Kippax S. (2008). A social scientist’s reflections on HIV prevention: sexual transmission. AFAO HIV Educator’s Conference, Wollongong
Conference Dinner Address. 27 May. (p.2).
14
Parkhurst JO. (2013). Structural drivers, interventions, and approaches for prevention of sexually transmitted HIV in general populations:
Definitions and an operational approach. Structural Approaches to HIV Prevention Position Paper Series. Arlington, VA: USAID’s AIDS Support
and Technical Assistance Resources, AIDSTAR-One, Task Order 1, and London: UKaid’s STRIVE research consortium. (p.1).
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(for example, gender and behavioural norms, or religious beliefs); finally, micro-level factors
affect family units, relationships or individuals (for example, level of education, access to some
income and family support.
Although drivers and mediators operating through one or more pathways and at particular levels
exert a powerful influence on the individual, Parkhurst notes that no outcome is inevitable:
individuals retain to varying degrees agency in how they engage with options available to them
– whether to increase or to mitigate risk. However, as Kippax et al. have argued, individual
agency may be powerfully supported by collective agency exercised by communities, networks, or
groups (whether formally constituted, informal, or simply through a sense of shared identity
and vulnerability). Through “advocating, initiating, and implementing change”15, in Parkhurst’s
formulation, such collectives act to mediate the influence of drivers, weaken barriers and
facilitate collective shifts, such as in the regular use of condoms as prevention, or greater
adherence to ART.
Such shifts – although ultimately carried out by individuals – are thus profoundly social in
nature. Actions are not only shaped by social forces, but also carry socially derived meanings
and significance. Social forces vary across time and across social contexts. Rather than individual
behaviours being based on individual, rational choice, such actions are social practices.
Social practices vary and are subject to contestation, especially at meso- and micro-levels.16
In exploring interventions by peer educators in communities and workplaces, McNeill17 and
Dickinson use ideas about social spaces derived from Goffman to show the contradictory ways
in which prevention messaging is received. Similar notions may be helpful in thinking about
adherence promotion. Thus, in front-stage spaces that involve formal ‘performances’ (for example,
peer educator presentations in clinics or community settings advocating safer sex practices
or strong adherence), audiences may have little option but to appear to agree. However, in
backstage spaces where less formal interaction takes place and where the influence of others may
be stronger, alternative or contesting (but nevertheless socially constructed) positions may
more easily be expressed and acted out. In liminal spaces, where those involved may momentarily
be able to interact in a manner less constrained by social scripts, more open discussion and
engagement with various alternatives may be possible. It should also be noted that differences
in relative power of the different parties in each of these spaces may contribute to what may be
said and done.
The ideas outlined above highlight the complex and different ways in which social and structural
factors operate in different settings and for different individuals. Parkhurst stresses that it is
essential to establish empirically in a particular context whether and how particular social and
structural factors operate.

Kippax S, Stephenson N, Parker RG, & Aggleton P. (2013). Between individual agency and structure in HIV prevention: Understanding
the middle ground of social practice. American Journal of Public Health, 103(8), 1367-1375. (p.1367).
16
Dickinson D. (2009). Changing the course of AIDS: Peer education in South Africa and its lessons for the global crisis Cornell
University/ILR Press.
17
McNeill FG. (2009). ‘Condoms cause AIDS’: Poison, prevention and denial in Venda, South Africa. African Affairs, 108(432), 353-370.
15
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HIV in South Africa through a social-structural lens
The factors outlined above are implicated in differences in HIV prevalence and incidence in
South Africa, and reflective of variations in social practices related to race, gender and locality.
Amongst factors associated with different HIV prevalence among different races, Shisana et al.18
point to the greater likelihood of black Africans living in informal areas, which are generally
under-resourced and lack formal housing, water, sanitation and access to preventive health
services. Urban informal settlements, which are also characterised by high levels of mobility
between rural and urban areas, have a higher HIV prevalence than urban formal or rural formal
areas, or, indeed, than rural informal areas (despite urban and rural informal areas sharing
certain characteristics). Compared with other race groups, black Africans less often reported
being married, and co-habiting was common, these factors being associated with a higher HIV
prevalence. Black Africans are also more likely to be unemployed. (In 2015 official statistics
reflected that about one third of black Africans were unemployed.19) Almost one third of black
Africans were unemployed in 2015 and living in poverty (shown by the fact that one third of
black Africans received social grants)20. Race is thus interconnected to poverty and class.
Such vulnerability to HIV is evidence of the continuing legacy of apartheid injustice and
inequity, sometimes taking new forms. Using Parkhurst’s approach, they also provide prime
examples of drivers and barriers/facilitators, exerting a distal influence at a macro-level,
but also operating more proximally at the meso- and micro- levels (for example, through
erratic community support and disrupted or unstable intimate partnerships and/or family
relationships). Given the intersecting nature of multiple factors, it should not be surprising that
the greatest burden of the South African epidemic falls on black Africans.
With regard to gender, the somewhat greater biological vulnerability of women to HIV
infection (and in particular, young women) is insufficient to account for their much higher rates
of infection.21 It is generally accepted that gender inequality (reflected for example, in gender
norms of male dominance and control over economic resources) and sexual and gender-based
violence (including intimate partner violence, rape and corrective rape, actual or anticipated) are
important drivers of the epidemic because of the ways in which they shape gender dynamics22.
Gender inequality may, for example, deter women from proposing safer sex or insisting on
such sexual practices. Gender inequality may also deter women from disclosing whether or
not they are HIV positive, or adhering consistently to ART23. Sub-populations of women –
including women who are lesbian, bisexual, queer or transgender, women with disabilities and
women who are sex-workers – all these sub-populations are at particularly at risk of stigma,
discrimination and violence24. Using Parkhurst’s framework, it would appear that both drivers
and mediators exert an influence in various ways along the entire distal-proximal continuum and
across the range of levels from macro- through meso- to micro-level.

Shisana et al. (2014). Op. cit.
StatsSA. (2016). Quarterly labour force survey, Quarter 3. P0211. Pretoria: Statistics South Africa.
20
StatsSA. (2016). General household survey, 2015. P0318. Pretoria: Statistics South Africa.
21
Abdool Karim Q. (2016) HIV infection in young women in Africa: An overview. 21st International AIDS Conference, Durban. Presentation
TUSS0602.
22
Heidari S, Kippax S, Salif Sow P & Wainberg MA. (2013), Women hold up half the sky – and half the burden of the HIV epidemic. J
International AIDS Society, 16:18608. http://www.jiasociety.org/index.php/jias/article/view/18608 | http://dx.doi.org/10.7448/IAS.16.1.18608
23
AIDS2031 Social Drivers Working Group. (2010). Revolutionizing the AIDS response: Building AIDS resilient communities. Synthesis
paper. International Development, Community and Environment (IDCE), Clark University and International Center for Research on Women
(ICRW).
24
Heidari S, Kippax S, Sow PS & Wainberg MA. (2013). Women hold up half the sky – and half the burden of the HIV epidemic. J
International AIDS Society, 16:18608. http://www.jiasociety.org/index.php/jias/article/view/18608 | http://dx.doi.org/10.7448/IAS.16.1.18608
18
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The higher incidence of HIV in younger women may be accounted for partly by their relative
inexperience when engaging in sex and their limited ability to negotiate safer sex practices,
particularly given patriarchal norms, which is exacerbated by age-disparate relationships.
Younger women engage in more transactional sex, but despite known factors such as limited
financial resources and a disparity in age having been proposed as drivers of higher incidence of
HIV infection, the reasons for increased risk are not well understood25,26. It seems probable that
both biological and social factors play a role, the latter once again operating across the distalproximal continuum and playing out at meso- and micro-levels.
With regard to locality, reference has already been made to the ways in which locality interacts
with race to account for the high burden of HIV among black Africans. Similarly, differences
related to relative resourcing and socio-economic status (more distal structural drivers and more
proximal mediators of risk) may be implicated in differences in HIV prevalence between various
local settings (meso- and micro- levels), although the influence is not easily understood.
These examples reflect just some of the ways in which social and structural factors contribute
to HIV prevalence. Coovadia et al.27 have provided compelling evidence that such patterns
of ill-health have deep roots in South Africa’s colonial and apartheid past. South African has
historically been characterised by violent conflict, dispossession, migrant labour, and disrupted
family and community life, with enduring consequences such as widespread poverty and great
inequity, as well as masculinities that valorise domination and control, and relegate women to a
subordinate role. Similar factors contribute to patterns of adherence to ART. However, before
turning to the role of social and structural factors in adherence to ART, it is necessary to situate
that discussion within the context of the South African ART programme.
The current ART programme is a remarkable shift away from controversies about HIV care
and reluctance to provide antiretroviral treatment which marked the early years of the HIV care
and treatment programme in South Africa. Simelela and Venter28 trace the history of South
Africa’s response to HIV and AIDS, recounting how in 2002, the South African government
agreed to implement an intervention aimed to reduce the risk of HIV-positive pregnant women
transmitting HIV to their infants. Survivors of sexual assault were furthermore permitted to
access post-exposure prophylaxis (PEP). However, such developments only took place after a
protracted campaign by civil society organisations and legal challenges to the government. In
2004, a third development followed: after further pressure, intensive policy development and
operational planning, treatment was made available at certain health-care sites to HIV-positive
adults who met certain eligibility criteria29.

25
Ranganathan M, Heise L, Pettifor A, Silverwood RJ, Selin A, MacPhail C, Delany-Moretlwe S, Kahn K, Gómez-Olivé FX, Hughes JP,
Piwowar-Manning E, Laeyendecker O & Watts C. (2016). Transactional sex among young women in rural South Africa: prevalence, mediators
and association with HIV infection. J International AIDS Society, 19:20749. http://dx.doi.org/10.7448/IAS.19.1.20749.
26
Wamoyi J, Stobeanau K, Bobrova N, Abramsky T & Watt C. J (2016). Transactional sex and risk for HIV infection in sub-Saharan
Africa: a systematic review and meta-analysis. J International AIDS Society, 19:20992 http://www.jiasociety.org/index.php/jias/article/
view/20992 | http://dx.doi.org/10.7448/IAS.19.1.20992.
27
Coovadia H, Jewkes R, Barron P, Sanders D, & McIntyre D. (2009). The health and health system of South Africa: historical roots of
current public health challenges. Lancet, 374: 817–34.
28
Simelela NP & Venter WDF. (2014). A brief history of South Africa’s response to AIDS. SAMJ, 104(3 Suppl 1): 249-251. DOI: 10.7196/
SAMJ.7700.
29
Initially the criteria for an HIV-positive adult to qualify for ART was that they should have a CD4 count less than 200, or have signs or
symptoms of an AIDS-defining illness.
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South Africa’s ART programme
Initially the expansion of the ART programme was slow, reflecting limited political will and
stringent criteria that health facilities had to satisfy to be accredited and allowed to provide ART.
Following changes in political leadership, from 2009 the expansion of the treatment programme
accelerated and by mid-2011, the number of people living with HIV who had been initiated
on ART increased to 1.79 million30. In late 2016, following the recommendations of the World
Health Organisation (WHO), the government adopted a Universal Test and Treat (UTT)
approach, with individuals who received an HIV-positive test result being initiated on treatment
either immediately or as soon as possible after testing31. The objectives of the UTT approach
were to improve access to treatment, to maintain the health of HIV-positive individuals and
reduce damage to their immune systems, and also, by ensuring that the viral loads of HIVpositive people stayed low (and preferably undetectable), to reduce the number of new HIV
infections.
Enhanced access to ART through the expanded ART programme, together with changes such
as a reduction in external HIV stigma32 as a potential barrier to access, led to a decline in HIVrelated morbidity and mortality and South African life expectancy rose to 62.4 years in 2016
(from 58.3 years in 2011)33. Such changes reflect a massive investment in what is now the largest
ART programme worldwide, with more than 3.4 million reported as ‘remaining on ART’ at the
end of March 201634. The reliability of this statistic is questionable because of a provincial and
facility data collection system which has significant flaws.35 However, large numbers of people
living with HIV now have access to life-saving drugs. The UTT policy means that the number
of people initiated on treatment is projected to continue rising steadily. The national HIV care
and treatment cascade at the baseline (2016/2017) in the new NSP shows 4,121,192 adults
initiated on ART and of these 3,263,802 are virally suppressed36.
This massive increase is a remarkable achievement in the light of concerns expressed by some
early sceptics about possible ‘chaos’ and ‘antiretroviral ‘anarchy’ in the event of “widespread,
unregulated access to antiretroviral drugs in Sub-Saharan Africa [that] could lead to the
emergence of drug-resistant viral strains, spelling doom for the individual, curtailing future
treatment options, and leading to transmission of resistant virus”37. While the development of
the ART programme has to date not as yet matched these near-apocalyptic predictions, there
are major concerns about the extent to which those initiated on ART are retained in care, with
implications for their adherence to treatment and hence individual and programme outcomes.
The data for the number of individuals retained in care as a proportion of all those who have
been initiated onto treatment is inconsistent in terms of quality. Hence it is difficult to assess
the full extent of the retention-in-care issue. Nevertheless national data provided by the national
Department of Health (NDOH) with regard to the treatment cascade shows cause for concern,
because it shows the enormous gap between the number of individuals initiated on treatment,
Eligibility criteria for antiretroviral treatment were relaxed gradually, with the CD4 count threshold for adults to start treatment set at
350 in 2012 and at 500 in 2013-14. (Different eligibility criteria applied to pregnant women who were HIV positive, and to adults who were
HIV positive but co-infected with TB.)
31
Motsoaledi A. (2016). Health department budget vote 2016/17. Speech to National Assembly, 10 May 2016. http://www.gov.za/
speeches/debate-health-budget-vote-national-assembly-10-may-2016-dr-aaron-motsoaledi-minister-health%20.
32
Shisana et al. (2014). Op. cit.
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and the number who remain in care, with a further large gap exists between those
who are retained in care and those patients for whom data exists showing full viral
suppression (see Figure 1 below).

Figure 1: National HIV Care and Treatment Cascade at baseline (2016/17)

Unfortunately the NDOH data does not disaggregate adults initiated into treatment
(i.e. it includes pregnant women), so this discussion pertains to data for all adults
initiated onto treatment, and with viral suppression. However, the data in Figure 1
shows that of the total number of adults initiated onto ART, only 42% achieve viral
suppression, which means that 48% do not. Disaggregating the data for the 48% who
do not achieve viral suppression at a national level is well nigh impossible, owing to big
differences between provinces in terms of how data is collected and inconsistencies
in terms of quality of data. The 48% comprises individuals who have died, individuals
who have discontinued treatment, individuals who have relocated and may have
resumed treatment at another health facility, and individuals who remain in treatment
but do not achieve viral suppression. Even the last category is problematic – since
on its own, viral load testing tells us nothing about why the virus is not suppressed:
the reason is most often non-adherence or inconsistent adherence, but it can also be
a result of the individual already having a drug-resistant subtype of HIV. Without
conducting resistance testing for each person who does not achieve viral suppression
(which is not part of the treatment protocol owing to the high cost that it involves), it
is impossible to separate out these sub-groups.
There are differences in how retention in care or loss to follow up (LTFU) are defined
and assessed38,39, making comparability of data problematic. However, published
studies have generally shown worrying trends, with increasing numbers
Grimsrud AT, Cornell M, Egger M, Boulle A, & Myer L. (2013). Impact of definitions of loss to follow-up (LTFU) in
antiretroviral therapy program evaluation: variation in the definition can have an appreciable impact on estimated proportions of
LTFU. J Clinical Epidemiology, 66, 1006-1013. doi.org/10.1016/j.jclinepi.2013.03.013.
39
Johnson LF, Estill J, Keiser O, Cornell M, Moolla H, Schomaker M, Grimsrud A, Davies M-A, & Boulle A. (2014).
Do increasing rates of loss to follow-up in antiretroviral treatment programs imply deteriorating patient retention? Am J
Epidemiology, 180(12):1208–1212. doi: 10.1093/aje/kwu295.
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LTFU in successive years on treatment. Studies have that found around one third of patients
initiated on treatment are no longer in care four years later40,41, while a recent investigation42
found LFTU at 60 months post-initiation at more than 50%. Not all LTFU can, however, be
assumed to reflect treatment interruption, with deaths and transfer to other clinics also being
reasons43 (see further below, Proxies). A recent study, using data on patient tests submitted
to the central laboratory services over a nine-year period (thus of patients retained in care at
the time), was able to demonstrate rates of retention in care/LTFU not only at clinic level,
but also system-wide (retention at any site within South Africa). System-wide retention rates
over a 9-year period were considerably higher than at clinic level, but were still less than 55%
(LTFU 45%) over the period44. Recent studies45,46 have, moreover, suggested that patients
whose treatment is initiated at higher CD4 levels – as would be the case with UTT – may be at
increased risk of poor adherence and LFTU.
Given these poor retention rates and inconsistent adherence, rates of viral suppression are
less than ideal,47,48 and that there is evidence of a greater incidence of drug resistance and
transmission of drug-resistant HIV to other individuals49, which is expected to occur on a
broader scale, given more PLHIV initiated onto ART. Some epidemiological modelling predicts
that expanding eligibility criteria for ART will not lead to substantially higher HIV prevalence
than stricter eligibility criteria for treatment50. On the contrary, modelling studies find that if
more PLHIV receive antiretroviral treatment, a higher number of new HIV infections will be
averted in comparison with the increased incidence of transmitted drug resistance51. However,
modelling studies make assumptions about factors such as levels of diagnosis and retention in
care that may or may not be met, suggesting the need for caution in accepting the implications
for treatment and adherence of applying various models.
Rosen S, Fox MP & Gill CJ. (2007). Patient retention in antiretroviral therapy programmes in Sub-Saharan Africa: A systematic review.
PLoS Medicine, 4(10) e298. Doi: 10.1371/journal.pmed.0040298.
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Despite the gains made through the ART roll-out, there is thus clearly no room for
complacency, especially given stretched resources for monitoring and supporting adherence.
The goal of ART is to suppress viral replication as Adherence: “the extent to which a
much as possible and for as long as possible, allowing person’s behaviour corresponds with
the damaged immune system to recover sufficiently agreed recommendations from a health
to prevent opportunistic infections. A secondary goal care provider in respect of taking
is to prevent the development of drug resistance as a medication, following a diet and/or
result of incomplete viral suppression. Achievement implementing lifestyle changes”
of both goals is dependent on patients52 taking their
medication in the correct quantities and as prescribed (Adherence guidelines for HIV, TB and NCDs:
– that is, achieving near-perfect adherence. Recent
Policy and service delivery guidelines for linkage to care,
national treatment guidelines53 specify taking
adherence to treatment and retention in care. 2016.
medication correctly 95% of the time as the
Pretoria: National Department of Health).
optimum for effective treatment, with adherence that
falls to 80% likely to lead to marked increases in viral load.
Despite continued promotion of good adherence, adherence varies considerably, from the ideal
of consistent, high adherence to ‘suboptimal’ adherence patterns such as partial or inconsistent
adherence, or treatment interruption. Differences in adherence in the early and later stages of
treatment reflect various challenges associated with each stage54. A trend over time of declining
levels of adherence has been reported55,56. Adherence clearly reflects a dynamic interplay
between interrelated factors57.
Recent research suggests that it is the pattern of adherence over time that is critical, and that
lower rates of adherence than previously thought necessary can still achieve viral suppression
and be clinically protective58. Partial or erratic adherence nevertheless usually leads to increased
viral replication, reflected in an increased viral load, damage to the immune system (shown in a
declining CD4 count and more frequent occurrences of opportunistic infection) and, eventually
drug resistance and treatment failure. If treatment failure occurs, there are limited second-line
drug regimens available in the public sector, which generally associated with more side-effects or
dosing challenges.

The term patient has been criticised on the grounds that it implies a hierarchical relationship with a health-care provider and being a
passive recipient of health care. While the criticism is valid, the term is used here for convenience to refer to someone in receipt of health-care
services. Where conventions prefer the term client (for example, in the counselling context), we use the latter.
53
NDOH. (2014). National consolidated guidelines for the prevention of mother-to-child transmission of HIV (PMTCT) and the management
of HIV in children, adolescents and adults. Pretoria: National Department of Health.
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An increased prevalence of drug resistance59,60,61 impacts on the ART programme in various
ways. It increases morbidity and mortality rates, reducing the cost-effectiveness of the
programme and diminishing the likelihood of treatment-as-prevention. Greater transmission
of drug-resistant viral subtypes to uninfected, treatment-naïve patients occurs, therefore also
limiting the treatment options available for these patients. The cost of the treatment programme
rises sharply owing to the substantially higher costs of second- and third-line drug regimens.

Proxies for adherence
The act of taking HIV medication is
generally unobserved, preventing direct
measurement of adherence. Hence a
number of indirect or proxy measures are
used (sometimes in combination) to chart
patients’ levels of adherence. These include
behavioural and biomedical measures (see
Table 1).

Table 1: Proxy measures for adherence
Behavioural
• directly observed ingestion of medication
• electronic pill boxes that register box
opening
• self-reported adherence
• pill counts
• attendance of health-care appointments
• collection of medication
• retention in treatment programme/loss
to follow-up (LTFU)

Each adherence proxy measure has
limitations62. The directly observed ingestion
of medication approach is most commonly
associated with treatment for tuberculosis,
where effective monitoring over 3-6 months
is possible in comparison with the same form Biomedical
• CD4 count: increasing, stable or declining
of monitoring over the course of lifelong
• viral load: declining, stable, undetectable
treatment with ARVs63. Despite PLHIV
or increasing
being encouraged to identify someone
•
laboratory blood tests (to establish ARV
to provide treatment support and some
levels in the patient’s body)
promising findings64, this approach has had
limited use in supporting ART adherence65.
Electronic pill boxes have the advantage
of real-time monitoring and have been tested in low- and middle-income country (LMIC)
settings66, but have also not had wide uptake; they are costly, and opening the box does not
guarantee the patient taking pills or prevent “pill-dumping”. Self-report is highly unreliable,
Cambiano et al. (2014). Op. cit.
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affected by recall error and patients’ wishes to appear compliant67. Pill counts are also vulnerable
to “pill-dumping”.
It has been argued that missed appointments and failure to collect medication, specifically
in the case of loss-to-follow-up (LTFU), may be better predictors of treatment outcomes
than measures of pill-taking68,69. Not all LTFU reflects treatment interruption and thus nonadherence: about 40% reflects patient deaths (which may result not only from treatment
interruptions, but also from unrelated causes), or patients transferring to another clinic (relating
to employment, stigma or perceived better service at the second facility) or after geographic
relocation70. Thus, LTFU reflects a problem at individual or clinic level, but only further
successful investigation will elucidate the nature of the problem.
With regard to biomedical monitoring, viral load (and to a lesser extent, CD4 count) is part of
routine management71,72, but viral load testing is not available at all treatment sites73 and adds
substantially to programme costs. Fluctuations in CD4 count occur even in individuals not
living with HIV, and most researchers consider it a poor marker for treatment success. Even
with viral load, a more reliable marker of HIV disease progression, factors other than adherence
affect it, including knock-on effects of opportunistic infections. Testing for levels of ARVs in
the blood is not feasible for all ARVs, and is subject to manipulation, and a positive drug test
may be owing to the patient taking the drug shortly before being tested74.
Simpler and cheaper behavioural measures thus remain the first choice in adherence monitoring.
A combination of measures, for example, self-report and pill counts, may be the most feasible
ways to assess adherence at individual level (although self-report is notoriously unreliable)75,
while irregularly attended or missed health-care appointments, failing to collect medication and
ultimately LTFU, although not definitive, signal a strong probability of poor adherence and is
easier to track at population level. Proxies are thus the nuts and bolts of adherence monitoring,
but we need to be aware that none directly measure adherence.
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A range of factors influence adherence76. In terms of Parkhurst’s understanding77, it is possible
to distinguish between proximal and distal factors affecting adherence – those that operate at
an immediate, direct level versus those that exert their influence through a more complex chain;
another distinction is between factors that operate at a micro-level and those which are more
removed – meso- or macro-level factors.

Micro- and meso-level factors
Early research on adherence focused primarily on micro- and meso level factors exerting a
more proximal influence. Thus there is extensive research evidence on the association between
adherence and sociodemographic variables such as the race, gender, age and income, conceived
largely as characteristics of individuals and ignoring the ways in which they reflect powerful
distal influences. Some of the factors associated with ‘suboptimal’ adherence are listed in Table 2
below:
Table 2: Micro- and meso-level factors associated with suboptimal adherence78,79,80
Individual factors
Personal context
Medication-related
• Change in health status
• Being unemployed
• Pill burden
(deterioration, pain, co• Competing family
• Complexity of
morbid illness)
demands (particularly for
dosing regimen (nonwomen)
availability of fixed dose
• No improvement in
combination)
health status
• Poor psychosocial
support
• Male
• More serious side-effects
• Younger age
• Non-disclosure of HIV
• Persistent side-effects
status to partner or family • Adverse events as a result
• Lack of a sense of ‘selfefficacy’
of ARVs
• HIV-related stigma and
discrimination
• Belief that HIV does not
• Drug interactions
exist
• Violent or abusive partner • TB co-infection
• Denial of own HIV• Change of job, place of
positive status
work or residence
• Belief that non-traditional • Homelessness
means can manage or
• Lacking access to food
‘cure’ HIV
and clean water
• Forgetting doses
• Poor housing or
inadequate sanitation
• Being away from home
• Changes in daily routine
• Poverty
• Anxiety, depression and
other mental health issues
• Substance or alcohol
abuse

Sabaté E. (Ed.) (2003). Adherence to long-term therapies: Evidence for action. Geneva: World Health Organisation.
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Given high rates of HIV and TB co-infection (509 new cases of co-infection per 100 000
in 201481), comparative information is available regarding adherence to both TB and HIV
medication. Research involving patients infected with either HIV or TB alone reveals similar
factors affecting adherence to the respective treatments82. These include illness beliefs, stigma
associated with disclosure, food and transportation costs, substance use, pill burden, adverse
drug events, and poor communication with health-care workers.
In the case of HIV/TB co-infection, different issues regarding adherence have been reported.
Adherence to TB medication is particularly problematic when it involves treatment of multidrug resistant (MDR) and extremely drug resistant (XDR) TB, both of which require treatment
with a greater number of drugs for up to two years, with MDR and XDR drugs having a much
worse profile of unpleasant side-effects than those used to treat drug-sensitive TB. Thus, in the
case of patients co-infected with HIV and MDR or XDR TB, sustaining short- to medium-term
adherence for TB treatment is more difficult than sustaining adherence to ART83,84. Perhaps
unsurprisingly, social isolation as a result of prolonged hospitalisation for treatment of MDR
and XDR TB, and stigma and ostracism in community settings were identified as a greater
burden in the case of TB treatment85. In contrast, a study of patients with drug-sensitive TB
who received concurrent HIV and TB treatment86 found that adherence to TB treatment was
generally better than adherence to ART. Factors associated with non-adherence to concurrent
treatment were having extra-pulmonary TB (i.e. TB not in the lungs) and failure to disclose HIV
status to at least one other person.
The range of findings relating to adherence to concurrent treatment for HIV and MDR, XDR
or drug-sensitive TB reflect the complexity of factors affecting adherence. What is important
for this discussion is appreciation of the similarities in terms of factors affecting adherence to
both TB treatment and ART, alongside evidence of the complexities.
A WHO publication (2003) argues: “Despite evidence to the contrary, there continues to be a
tendency to focus on patient-related factors as the causes of problems with adherence, to the
relative neglect of provider and health system-related determinants”. In the past 10-15 years,
there has, been some change in this regard.
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Meso- and macro-level– health system and programme
factors
There has been increasing recognition that focusing narrowly on the individual in his/her
immediate environment is inadequate; it is important to consider the role of health system or
programmatic factors87,88,89,90– in other words, meso- and macro-level factors exercising a more
distal influence.
Some of the health system or programmatic factors identified as leading to poorer adherence
are listed in Table 3 below.
Table 3: Health system factors affecting adherence
Higher direct and indirect costs of attending care
Poor health service accessibility (greater distance from clinic)
Long waiting times and queues (and repeat queueing)
Inadequate or poorly maintained health infrastructure
Health facilities whose physical structure or culture does not support confidentiality
Programmes that fail to empower patients or build peer or community support, or respond to local
cultural norms and beliefs
Insufficient or frequently rotating staff (nurses, doctors, pharmacists, counsellors)
Poor staff attitudes and relationships with patients (judgmental, stigmatising, unsupportive)
Staff prejudice towards migrants (local and international)
Inadequate staff compensation (especially for lay health workers, leading to high turnover orlow morale)
Delays in receiving results from laboratory investigations
Drugs supplied for one-month periods only
Supply chain problems resulting in pharmacy stock-outs
Poor record-keeping
Poor referral systems
Inadequate systems for detecting or following up on missed visits

Systemic obstacles to adherence have been increasingly been highlighted. An under-staffed
health-care system has insufficient resources to meet the additional demands created by
increasing numbers of PLHIV needing treatment91. However, resources to address the problem
have been slow to materialise, and remedies have been inconsistently applied across facilities92.
More critically, the WHO’s advocacy of a simplified and integrated public health system (rather
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than a specialist and vertical approach to HIV care and treatment)93 has been questioned94,
specifically with regard to the capacity of generalist services to address the complex medical
issues presented by HIV (including long-term adherence challenges, treatment resistance and
treatment failure, co-morbidities, drug toxicities and interactions), as well as managing increasing
number of patients on long-term treatment.
Systemic factors at a local level in turn grow out of macro-level challenges, which affect
an individual’s adherence indirectly and through a long chain of influence. South Africa’s
dysfunctional health system seems increasingly unable to address the health needs of all its
citizens, or does so in extremely inequitable ways. Facility audits by the Health Department’s
own Office of Health Standards Compliance (OHSC), assessing a range of factors considered
critical to patient safety, found that in the period 2012 to 2016, only 89 of 1 427 public hospitals
and clinics met the OHSC’s compliance threshold for the characteristics of an ‘ideal clinic’;
repeat inspections generally failed to show any improvement95. Maldistribution of staff between
the public and private sectors and between rural and urban areas, together with high rates of
staff attrition, especially of more skilled health-care workers96, compound the problem. While
higher incomes and access to private-sector health-care does not guarantee good adherence, the
obstacles to adherence listed above are certainly more characteristic of the public health-care
system. Coovadia et al97 suggest that these issues are the outcome of several factors, including
inadequate human resource capacity and planning, together with poor stewardship, leadership
and management. The hierarchical and bureaucratic character of the public health-care system
in South Africa and its emphasis on centralised policies and protocols may also contribute to
inflexibility and a limited capacity to respond creatively at local level to patient needs, including
with respect to adherence. Pressures to achieve high targets, particularly for the 90-90-90
campaign, may further impact the ability of the health-care system to provide quality care,
including in relation to adherence98.

Biomedicine and adherence
The possibility that the nature of biomedicine itself affects adherence deserves consideration.
Biomedicine, rooted in molecular biology and technology99, has made an immense contribution
to understanding HIV, and developing and delivering appropriate diagnostic tools and
treatments. It is, nevertheless, important to consider the limitations of biomedical approaches.
Davis100 has observed that biomedicine, through its perceived capacity to treat illness and
promote health using the tools of science, has achieved a level of power and ‘cultural authority’
that ensures that its judgements across an ever-broadening range of conditions are seldom
questioned, even when their basis may be tenuous. Under the ‘biomedical gaze’, the patient is
primarily an exemplar of a particular disease that is capable of treatment following standard
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protocols. This is equally true for the biomedical approach to HIV. Personal and, more
particularly, social and structural factors affecting patients – what Moyer refers to as “the
persistent sociality of HIV”101 ― are generally of interest only when they are seen as intruding
into or obstructing treatment, then requiring intervention at the individual level, for example,
grants to ease poverty, or counselling to manage anxiety related to stigma.
To avoid negative outcomes, the health and lives of patients thus need to be monitored,
regulated and controlled102 – in their own best interests, as well as for broader public health
reasons, such as reducing the chances of drug-resistant variants of HIV developing. A
hierarchical approach such as the foregoing is profoundly antagonistic to the view (outlined
above) that adherence, in contrast to compliance, involves voluntary engagement and dialogue,
with strategies to support adherence the outcome of collaborative discussion between healthcare worker and patient, taking into account the patient’s personal and social circumstances. The
latter view is, of course, itself a construction, drawing on a biopsychosocial model of health and
illness, which some regard as having failed to provide a satisfactory alternative to biomedicine103.
In any event, the shifts in policy and practice of adherence counselling in South Africa below
may be seen as reflecting the power of biomedicine to shape how adherence and its promotion
should be managed. These issues will be taken further in the discussion below on adherence
counselling as a means of promoting good adherence.

Other meso- and macro-level factors
Other factors outside of the health-care system that operate at the macro-level and which may
ultimately influence individual adherence in a particular context include:
• High levels of unemployment104 and poverty105 and extreme inequality106, combined with
poor housing, access to water and sanitation, increase the difficulties of remaining adherent
under stressful living circumstances.
• In urban informal settlements, adherence may be compromised by the same complex of
factors - poverty, poor education, unemployment and high rates of mobility – that it is
suggested account for significantly higher rates of HIV infection in these settings107. Living
in a rural area (especially in an informal settlement) may, on the other hand, impose further
obstacles to regular visits to health-care facilities (e.g. poor roads, inadequate transport) and
thus reduce capacity to remain linked to care (and thus adherent).
• Gender inequity and prevailing norms of masculinity threaten women’s capacity to
prioritise care for themselves and affect the capacity of partners to support each other in
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•
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•
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•

adherence108.
The high levels of alcohol and drug misuse and gender-based and intimate partner violence
prevalent in South Africa, seen as the outcome of a complex of social, structural and
cultural factors, feed into HIV prevalence109 (especially among younger women110) and may
also directly or indirectly affect capacity to remain adherent, for example, as a result of
erratic dosing or clinic attendance.
In South Africa, stigmatisation of PLHIV is no longer as prevalent as before111 and is now
more often reflected in internalised feelings of stigma and avoidance behaviour112. However,
stigma has been associated with lower levels of adherence113, perhaps reflecting fears
about disclosure of HIV status (including by partners or family members114), undermining
adaptive coping and limiting access to potential support115.
A dysfunctional education system fails to produce sufficient skilled health-care professionals
to provide quality care and, in the case of treatment for HIV and AIDS, support adherence.
For example, despite nurses being the backbone of the public health system and despite an
estimated shortfall of close to 45 000 in 2010, only 3 500 nurses are trained per year116.
Despite efforts to reduce reliance on international funders, significant aspects of the
national ART programme remain dependent on external funding and expertise. Such
funding is by its nature uncertain, amid waning global interest in HIV117.
Despite success in reducing the cost of procuring ARVs and the shift to internal rather
than donor funding, the increasing ARV budget remains a challenge. The cost of ARVs
has risen by just under 50% to about R130 a month, with the overall ARV drug tender in
the three-year period April 2015-March 2018 amounting to more than R14.2 billion. As
local pharmaceutical companies import the active ingredients of ARVs, a fluctuating or
increasing rand-dollar exchange rate, particularly following an economic ratings downgrade,
has major implications for drug prices and procurement118. Other changes119, including in
political leadership abroad and at home, may further affect costs and thus the consistent
supply of ARVs, with knock-on effects for adherence.

Taking account of the above, it is clear that more distal macro- and meso-level factors play a
critical role in facilitating or hindering adherence. The traditional biomedical focus on the microlevel – the individual – has tended to obscure this link. Since 2012 the South African National
Strategic Plan for HIV, STIs and TB (NSP) has included as a key strategic objective addressing
the social and structural drivers of the related epidemics. Specifically, the intention is to address
a range of underlying factors that contribute to new infections and the negative impact of the
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diseases – hence also indirectly speaking to the issue of adherence. The factors considered are
gender- and rights-based dimensions; gender inequities and gender-based violence; inadequacies
in schooling and post-school education; limited work opportunities affecting youth vulnerability;
stigma and discrimination; and social, economic and behavioural drivers. An assessment of
the 2012-2016 NSP120 noted that although limited progress had been made in addressing some
of the factors, problems in how indicators are defined and lack of data complicated appraisal.
Moreover, “social drivers – specifically attitudes and norms that underpin behaviour and
advocacy to promote these – are not included as clearly articulated goals or indicators”121 of the
NSP. It could be argued, too, that the NSP emphasis on defining the factors largely in terms that
permit quantitative assessment may hinder developing a deeper understanding of the complex
chains of influence involved.
South Africa’s record in addressing the distal factors mentioned earlier and those outlined in the
NSP has thus so far been poor, for many of the same reasons outlined by Coovadia et al.122 with
respect to the health system. Yet, with increasing numbers of PLHIV targeted to join the ranks
of those already on ART, the capacity of the health-care system to provide individuals with
effective care will remain under pressure unless serious attention is given to the broader factors.
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It is not easy to identify individual or contextual factors that sustain longer-term adherence and
ensure good treatment outcomes. For example, using a biological marker of CD4 count at ART
initiation, different research studies have conflicting findings: one study123 found higher CD4
counts (>200 cell/μL) associated with reduced LTFU, while another study124 found patients
with higher CD4 counts (≥300 cell/μL) at increased risk of LTFU. Differences in definitions
of LTFU and where the CD4 count was split used may partly account for the contradictory
findings, but nevertheless suggest that this biological marker does not easily predict likely
LTFU, with associated non-adherence. A study by Dahab et al.125 rather surprisingly found
poorer outcomes more common in a well-resourced workplace programme than in a lessresourced public-sector clinic setting. In the public-sector clinic, excessive drinking and having
consulted a traditional healer were associated with poorer outcomes, while being male and
knowing someone already on ART were linked to better outcomes. In the workplace setting,
being uncertain of the benefits of ART and believing in the ability of traditional healers to treat
HIV predicted poorer outcomes, while more than 2 weeks between HIV diagnosis and ART
initiation were associated with better outcomes. A comparative bi-regional study126 undertaken
in 2007-2013 found that in a sub-Saharan Africa cohort, suboptimal adherence was associated
with residence in an LMIC, male sex, younger age, concomitant use of other medication and
attending a public facility. Patient-reported barriers to adherence were pill burden, regimen
complexity, scheduling demands, drug stock-outs, patient forgetfulness, sickness or adverse
events, HIV stigma and depression. The variability in research findings suggests that there is no
one-size-fits-all approach to enhance adherence. Policies and processes promoting adherence
have tended to be rather one-dimensional, often reflecting the perceptions and preferences of
service providers, rather than the experiences of patients. According to Mychaelovsky127, such
reductionist thinking may be an inevitable consequence of developing simplistic models using
minimal resources (time, staffing or money), applicable across multiple settings in different
localities, for example, clinics, hospitals, pharmacies, social service agencies, AIDS service
organisations, support groups and families.
Implementing a simple model across sites ignores the different ways in which a model can
be ‘read’ and applied in different settings, reflecting not only local resource constraints, but
also widely differing attitudes and discourses in their application. Thus, for example, sexism
and disapproval of young people’s sexual behaviour may affect which adherence ‘messages’
are emphasised and how they are conveyed. In turn, patients learn what information about
their adherence behaviour they may safely share with service providers without earning their
displeasure128. Even apparently minimal interventions such as education about HIV and ART
or the use of treatment supporters significantly increase ART adherence in some settings,
but fail to do so in others129. Adherence models may change over time, sometimes radically,
reflecting new research findings, resources or constraints, creating confusion and allowing for
misunderstanding.
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South Africa’s ART programme guidelines illustrate these points, specifically regarding
adherence counselling and support groups, each with a long history but with significant shifts in
policy having taken place.

Adherence counselling
Early in the public-sector ART programme130 considerable emphasis was given to ‘treatment
readiness’: assessing and ensuring that patients were adequately prepared for the rigors of lifelong treatment on a demanding regimen, which might involve many pills a day, taken at different
intervals, and with different ingestion requirements and sometimes unpleasant side-effects131. In
this period patients’ fears that ARVs were ‘toxic’ needed to be addressed. In addition, the impact
of HIV stigma on adherence was recognised.
Hence extensive resources were allocated to ‘pre-ART readiness counselling’, with initially
at least three sessions required prior to starting ART132. Following ART initiation, sessions
with an adherence counsellor were scheduled regularly at follow-up visits, or on collection of
medication. This model envisaged tailored counselling depending on treatment challenges,
including possible treatment fatigue or disruption (through loss of or change in employment)
and even treatment failure and shifting to a second-line, more demanding regimen. If healthcare staff had any concern about a patient’s health and possible non-adherence, extra adherence
counselling sessions were scheduled.
In contrast, the 2015 National Consolidated Guidelines for the Management of ART133 refer to
assessment of a patient’s willingness and readiness to start ART, including education on benefits
and side-effects, but nutritional status, co-morbidities, mental health and substance abuse issues
may also be addressed. In line with UTT, if a patient refuses to start ART, health-care providers
are advised to provide “continuous counselling on the importance of early treatment”134. The
patient’s personal right to decline treatment is ignored. The new guidelines stipulate that ART
should be started within two weeks of a (baseline) CD4 count being done, using blood drawn
when the patient tests HIV positive, allowing little time for discussion or allowing for a patient’s
preference to delay treatment initiation. A study conducted between 2010 and 2014 involving
postpartum women living with HIV, who were in a single counselling session offered ART and
told of its benefits, found that a third of the women declined treatment, saying that they needed
more time to consider its implications135.
Yet the Consolidated Guidelines refer to the need for ‘quality counselling’ (acknowledging this
takes time), requiring monthly counselling for the three months following treatment initiation,
and counselling quarterly thereafter. More intensive (‘step-up’) counselling is envisaged if
a patient is less than 80% adherent, or shows signs of treatment failure, with suggested
strategies focusing on education and the importance of adherence (including adherence tools).
However, no mention is made of exploring resources and obstacles in the patient’s immediate
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environment, and practical difficulties such as being unable to pay for transport to the clinic or
for food.
An ‘integrated’ set of guidelines136, released a year later, focus even more narrowly on adherence
for ART, as well as treatment for TB and chronic non-communicable diseases (NCDs). The
integrated guidelines argue that protracted successive pre-treatment counselling sessions (as
described above) risk failing to link patients with care and lead to loss to follow up (LTFU).
A “fast track initiation counselling” approach is envisaged, with at most two pre-treatment
initiation sessions (one immediately after confirmation of the HIV-positive diagnosis and the
second on the day of treatment initiation). Together with other interventions, two adherence
counselling sessions following treatment initiation are seen as sufficient to address initial
challenges and ensure stable adherence. The guidelines envisage that in the subsequent
consolidation and maintenance phase the emphasis shifts away from counselling to minimising
health-system obstacles (e.g. repeated appointments or, lengthy queueing) and promoting
community-based support. Intensive (“enhanced”) adherence counselling is suggested only for
patients with apparent poor adherence problems (e.g. missed appointments), poor treatment
response or signs of treatment failure. Extensive materials to guide counselling sessions are
included, particular attention being paid to how poor adherence contributes to resistance.
The guidelines include a detailed implementation guide, and seem to assume that existing
health-care staff will incorporate relevant aspects into their work and that no additional
staff members are needed. The major costs of implementation are envisaged as training and
mentoring staff, including counsellors, about adherence support.
Seemingly the push to enrol more eligible patients on ART, alongside budgetary and human
resource constraints, means that the focus of counselling has narrowed to treatment initiation,
with discretionary referral as a safety net if adherence problems are detected. A trial of the
fast-tracking model is reported to have shown improved retention in care and enhanced
viral suppression. However, other evidence finds that fast-tracking initiation and reducing
preparation time may result in poorer outcomes, especially for newly diagnosed, relatively
healthy and non-symptomatic PLHIV137, who in industrialised countries are at greater risk for
poor adherence and developing resistance138. A key issue is whether mentoring and supervision
are made available to counsellors in routine HIV care. Questions need to be asked about
whether health-care workers can provide the necessary support for adherence, given large
caseloads and limited staff. Lay counsellors still appear to be assigned greatest responsibility for
adherence counselling.
An important consideration – especially given limited training and mentoring – is whether or
not lay counsellors provide effective adherence counselling. Research on this issue is limited;
however, adherence counsellors are generally also involved in counselling for HIV counselling
and testing (HCT), and research in that regard may throw light on their general competence.
A recent study139 assessed counselling quality and fidelity to counselling guidelines in both
public sector and NGO services in eight South African provinces. The findings were that
the quality of counselling differed between sites, and generally failed to match South African
HCT guidelines. In particular, a number of important issues were not dealt with adequately,
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particularly prevention, and care and treatment for those who tested HIV positive. Studies
by Van Rooyen and colleagues140,141 have suggested that counsellors’ ability to implement
counselling guidelines faithfully and effectively is profoundly affected by a public health context
that privileges time-limited advice-giving over generally more time-consuming problem-solving.
In these circumstances, counsellors are often observed to resort to a moralising approach to
encourage client behaviour change.
With regard to adherence counselling, a recent global network meta-analysis142 showed that
interventions involving supportive strategies, such as counselling, offer improved adherence in
comparison with low-support interventions such as directly observed treatment support and
reminder systems. These findings should, however, be viewed against more in-depth studies of
adherence counselling, where findings similar to those regarding HCT have been reported.
A study of lay ARV adherence counsellors in Cape Town143, for example, found that
counsellors’ practice seldom matched the client-centred, problem-solving model in which
they had been trained. Instead counsellors tended to provide information and advice, issue
warnings, and were moralising, judgemental, patronising, condescending or inappropriately
confrontational, all of which are inconsistent with the collaborative approach. The counsellorclient relationship tended to match the traditional patient-provider relationship in health-care
settings, with authority and control vested in the health-care worker and the patient seen as
passive and dependent. The study notes that this pattern may align better with the local cultural
context than the current Western counselling model, and concludes that effective adherence
counselling in South Africa requires further research regarding appropriate models, and also
vastly improved training, refresher training, mentoring and close supervision.
A recent observational study144 of counsellors responsible for counselling caregivers of children
on ART revealed sub-optimal counselling on ART in sessions lasting on average 8 minutes.
Counselling sessions mainly focused on clerical tasks, provision of information and superficial
checking on administration of medication. There was virtually no problem-solving even when
there were clear indications of health problems. To unlock the potential of counsellors, the
authors argue, job descriptions, training and mentoring need to be addressed145.
Similar conclusions were drawn in a qualitative, systematic review146 of 29 studies of lay
counsellor services in South Africa in the context of task shifting. The review found evidence
that lay counsellors can provide interventions with good outcomes, subject to clear role
definition and scope of practice, regular in-service training and mentoring, and addressing of
logistical issues (such as sufficient time and private space) necessary for effective counselling.
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A recent review147 found that task shifting related to UTT has not only affected the counsellors’
role in clinics, but in many cases extended their role into the community, for example, as ‘patient
advocates’ required to undertake outreach adherence support. Counsellors face new challenges
in counselling essentially healthy patients with no experience of HIV-related illness who are
initiated on treatment, while the latest guidelines add patients with other chronic conditions
to their responsibilities. The feasibility of combining these roles and skills in one job (and one
person) is seldom considered. Counsellors only receive brief training to deal with the new
challenges and limited (if any) mentoring. Counsellors have generally not been absorbed into
the formal staff establishment of health-care services, are not reflected in national human
resource databases, receive low (and sometimes irregular) pay and lack job security, all of these
issues reflecting their marginalisation.
Concerns about lay counsellors are not new148,149. The fact that counsellors’ pay – usually
referred to as a stipend rather than a wage or salary – is paid through an external source (i.e.
NGOs) contributes to their work being seen as non-essential and their status that of fortunate
beneficiaries rather than valued colleagues.
In summary, the early collaborative model of adherence counselling has been replaced by a
limited and rigid approach. Arguably the latter approach reflects more accurately the relative
power differential between health-care worker and patient, differing from the collaborative
model. However, the current model remains problematic: it fails to acknowledge that patients,
in order to obtain and continue to access treatment must as a minimum and at least in frontstage encounters (as discussed earlier) appear to submit to required conditions, including with
regard to adherence, but that social and structural constraints may in the backstage of real life
constrain patients’ ability or willingness to follow the guidance offered. Thus what is intended to
promote adherence may have the effect of undermining adherence, through making it difficult
for patients to talk freely or for ways to be found to minimise barriers to adherence.
Such nuances are not readily accommodated in a biomedical organisational culture, where
adherence counselling is seen as an adjunct to the real (medical) business of ART and
increasingly as a step to be completed quickly and using minimal resources. Contextual
requirements for effective adherence counselling are unaddressed and counsellors marginalised.
In consequence, the potential contribution of adherence counselling is unrealised: modest
benefits are used to justify continued inadequate resourcing.
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Support groups
Two recent sets of guidelines150,151 refer to group-based peer support to enhance adherence.
Peer support may be incidental to the main objective of group-based activities. Thus the
adherence clubs152 envisaged in the Core Package in the Integrated Adherence Guidelines are
primarily intended to improve retention in care of stable patients by reducing repeat visits to
clinics to collect medication. This approach then frees up health-care resources for patients
newly initiated on treatment or who present with health problems. The clubs, designed to meet
at two-monthly intervals at health-care facilities, should enable quick and less frequent collection
of medication, combined with rapid screening of group members for health problems.
Although it is suggested that club members may “establish a positive group dynamic over time
[providing] much-needed peer support for adherence to lifelong treatment”153, this is not a
primary objective of the clubs.
In contrast, support groups are intended to provide treatment-related information and
psychosocial support to help patients with issues such as misconceptions about HIV or ART
or stigma that may pose obstacles to adherence; here the support derived from other group
members is seen as key. However, support groups are not part of the Core Package, but one
of a number of additional options that a health-care facility may consider using, depending on
need and available resources. Patients may be encouraged but not necessarily required to join.
The guidelines recommend that support groups should be run for six sessions of about two
hours each. Open support groups are described as appropriate primarily for both PLHIV and
people affected by HIV, in order to address gaps in knowledge; social support is not a key
objective. Closed support groups offer the opportunity for more systematic education and the
development of trust and personal networks among members. Support groups may lead to the
development of adherence clubs. Detailed guidelines are provided on how to establish and run
particular kinds of support groups, using personnel such as home-based carers, lay counsellors,
peer educators, or community health workers as group facilitators.
How effective are support groups as a means of promoting ART adherence? Assessment is
complicated by a range of factors154,155, such as heterogeneous study populations (e.g. treatmentexperienced vs naïve), inadequate sample sizes, heterogeneous methodologies and variable study
quality. In addition, differences in support group models (e.g. the number of sessions and their
content) and the fact that support groups are invariably just one of a number of interventions
to improve adherence make it impossible to ascribe effects to ‘support groups’, given so many
confounding factors. Finally, because various forms of support groups have formed part of
many programmes for many years, the effect of a new support group programme on outcomes
may be diluted.

NDOH (2014). Op. cit.
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The guidelines note mixed outcomes arising from support group participation, which may
partially account for their being described as optional. Yet a systematic review of the literature
by Bateganya et al.156 found that support groups generally had a positive impact on retention in
care and some studies reported improved adherence following participation in support groups.
Yet a few research studies report that support group participation may have a negative impact.
For example, Mfecane157 found that male group members in a rural area felt group pressure
to conform to a particular lifestyle which contradicted core beliefs related to their masculinity.
Although no negative impact on adherence was reported, the men may have felt obliged to
conceal non-adherence or and nonconformity to lifestyle prescripts promoted in their support
groups. Mfecane’s work highlights the importance of making creative use of gender differences
in facilitating support groups.
Re-evaluation of ethnographic work by Steinberg158 in the rural Eastern Cape prior to
widespread ART accessibility supports this view. Steinberg argues that support groups
provided its members with opportunities to respond to the health-care system in positive
ways. Particularly for young women, support groups provide a space to demonstrate greater
knowledge of HIV and ART than men or older women, to take a leadership role, to be open
about their sexuality, and to promote personal advancement. In this way young women can
increase their social capital and develop greater optimism about the future. Steinberg’s work
suggests that support groups may contribute to broader social mobilisation in a similar way
to that described by Kippax et al.159 amongst communities of gay men in Australia and Brazil
to promote safer sex, as well as the experience of the Treatment Action Campaign (TAC)
in South Africa in demanding access to treatment. However, a critical question is the extent
to which support groups established by health-care providers in the service of health-care
system objectives can truly contribute to the creation of participants’ social capital. The narrow
focus and predetermined format of support group sessions, and their reliance on health-care
providers to provide facilitation seem unlikely to generate the collective agency of such groups
in a way that sustains long-term adherence.

Bateganya et al. (2015). Op. cit.
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Treating HIV as a chronic disease
The advent of ART is widely described as having transformed HIV and AIDS from an acute
and – with rare exceptions – inevitably fatal condition to a manageable chronic condition.
Comparisons with chronic conditions such as diabetes, hypertension, arthritis and cancer are
frequently made. The shift to seeing HIV as a chronic condition originated at the International
AIDS Conference in Montreal, Quebec in 1989160, but it was not until well into the first decade
of the new millennium that the change in terminology and approach began to take hold in
sub-Saharan Africa. Its translation into policy documents such as the integrated Adherence
Guidelines for HIV, TB and NCDs161 referred to above is relatively recent.
Reframing HIV as a chronic condition has generally been seen as a positive development,
offering both PLHIV and the wider community a more hopeful view of HIV as treatable,
manageable, with sharply decreased risks of morbidity and mortality, and the prospects of
PLHIV on ART living a full, longer life. Remaining adherent to treatment becomes a longerterm challenge: taking medication as recommended every day for the rest of a life potentially
measured in decades rather in months or years.
From a health systems perspective, the possibility of integrating treatment of HIV as a
chronic disease alongside traditional chronic NCDs provides opportunities for learning in
both directions, developing standardised protocols (with room for tailoring to the specifics
of different conditions and individual patients), pooling resources and, because of the higher
profile of HIV, perhaps even expanding the resources for chronic care in general. Improved
rates of adherence are anticipated, resulting in improved clinical outcomes, reduced morbidity
and death, reduced co-infections, reduced emergency clinic visits and hospital admissions, and
less reliance on more expensive second-line medications or to develop newer therapies as a
result of drug resistance162.
The link with chronic disease care followed on earlier efforts to integrate care for HIV and
TB. Such integration was seen as essential, given high rates of HIV and TB co-infection and
recognition of missed opportunities in vertical services (or even in supposedly integrated
primary health-care settings) for the effective detection and treatment of both diseases163.
Aside from the need for PLHIV to remain highly adherent to antiretroviral treatment over a
much longer time period than for TB (six months for standard TB treatment, and 24 months
for MDR and XDR TB treatment, as opposed to the rest of one’s life for ART), the challenges
of HIV as a chronic condition have been understated, certainly in the up-beat communication
directed at patients or at the general public.
A properly informed understanding of long-term ART would include dealing with the effects
of prolonged treatment with powerful drugs, possible medication side-effects, the likelihood
of intermittent infections or developing a co-morbid chronic condition requiring its own set of
drugs (such as hypertension or diabetes, hence increasing the risk of drug interactions). These
160
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factors, highlighted among others by Scandlyn, mean that the lives of PLHIV may be extended,
but also uncertain and complicated, with periods of stability disrupted by crisis: for the person
concerned, “in some respects, the uncertainty of chronic illness is as difficult to live with as the
knowledge that you will soon die”164.
Colvin, too, has raised concerns about the notion of chronicity, arguing that it “promotes an
unrealistic, and indeed dangerous image of [chronic] diseases as stable, uniform, associated
with ‘development’ and old age, manageable through simple technical interventions and
individual agency...”165. Colvin has emphasised that, far from being easily manageable, chronic
diseases (including HIV) carry a hidden physical and mental toll related to fluctuations in health
status, the effects and side-effects of treatment, and the demands of obtaining regular drug
supplies and adhering to daily dosing for the rest of one’s life, alongside other stressors such
as unemployment, trauma, and depression. There is, too, a danger that those whose illness
trajectory does not fit with dominant notions of chronicity as a stable manageable illness may be
perceived – by their families, communities and health-care workers – as in some way responsible
for their poor health outcomes.
Scandlyn has pointed out that before the advent of ARVs, the physical toll of HIV illness was
often (to some extent unavoidably) shared with others – family members, friends, care-workers
and the community of PLHIV. However, if HIV is seen as a chronic condition the burden
of maintaining health falls largely to PLHIV. As McGrath et al. point out, the chronic disease
model assumes that PLHIV “actively manage disease through self-monitoring and ongoing
engagement with biomedical care... [and hence] explicitly includes the responsibility to selfmanage.”166. The latter may require mobilising of personal resources – for example, family and
friends for support, or employers for time off work – and may in turn necessitate disclosure of
HIV status, a significant hurdle despite a reduction in HIV stigma.
The ideas of McGrath et al. align with those of Corbin and Strauss167 more than 30 years ago
that managing disease and maintaining health involve a seldom recognised burden of work.
Corbin and Strauss distinguish principally between two forms of work: illness trajectory work
and everyday life work. Illness trajectory work is the work associated with managing an illness
and its impact on both the ill person and carers, and their relationships. Everyday life work
refers to the daily round of tasks necessary to maintain a life, including not only tasks within
a household, but also those performed elsewhere, for example, formal employment, shopping
for groceries, or attending a clinic appointment. The two types of work overlap and may be
performed simultaneously, or co-ordinated in such a way as to ensure they are appropriately
sequenced. Both forms of work may be shared with a partner or other household members.
The nature of the work may change over time, for example, owing to a change in health status,
children leaving home, or death of a partner. However, both forms of work must be carried out
on an on-going basis – ‘daily, weekly, monthly’ – in both routine and unexpected circumstances.
To do so effectively involves balancing of demands and resources of time, energy and money
Scandlyn. (2000). Op. cit. (p.133)
Colvin. (2011). Op. cit. (p.34).
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within and between the different forms of work and between those involved. A positive
outcome is to achieve a relative equilibrium, at least for a time; however, because of factors such
as competing priorities, uneven workloads between those involved or between the different
forms of work, flagging motivation, or a change in household composition, the equilibrium is
inherently unstable and will require periodic re-balancing.
Alongside illness trajectory work and daily life work is what Corbin and Strauss refer to as
biographical work, understood as the work done by people living with a chronic illness in making
sense of and responding to what is happening to their bodies and in their lives and, particularly,
to changes in their life course (biography) as impacted by the chronic illness. Biographical
adjustments might be necessary, for example, in relation to failing or improving health, job loss
owing to perceived incapacity, or separation from a life-partner no longer willing to share the
challenges of living with a person with a chronic illness. Biographical work exerts a reciprocal
influence on the two other forms of work, specifically illness trajectory work, affecting the ways
in which the person manages their illness. Biographical work may also be seen as involving “a
continual reworking of identity”168 in response to chronic illness, a re-working that involves
considerable expenditure of emotional energy, in response to positive or negative changes.
Through their identification of the three forms of work involved in living with a chronic illness,
Corbin and Strauss draw attention to important aspects of chronic illness management which
are often overlooked. We need to be reminded that living with HIV and specifically ensuring
adherence to ART is no easy matter – it is hard and continuing work.
Conrad169 has commented on a danger that Corbin and Strauss’s perception of managing a
chronic illness as work ignores the meaning-making of PLHIV and those around them in
terms of health, illness, life and death. Belief in alternative modes of healing, the potency of
witchcraft, illness as retribution for having transgressed a moral code, illness as an expression
of ‘God’s will’ or the existence of a life hereafter – such beliefs affect how an illness and its
management are understood and impact on patients’ willingness to follow health-care workers’
instructions.
Register170 highlights three further aspects of chronic illness that seldom receive attention. The
first aspect is the relations between the ill and the well; a second aspect (which Corbin and
Strauss mention in their discussion of the work of everyday life) involves the relationships of
chronically ill people, including with family and friends. A third aspect is people with chronic
illness managing their emotions, such as depression, anger and sadness. All three aspects may
influence interactions with health-care workers (and other carers), including the responses given
to questions about treatment adherence.

Becker G. (1997). Disrupted lives: how people create meaning in a chaotic world. Berkeley: University of California. Quoted in
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Beyond emotional response to chronic illness, many PLHIV are also burdened with mental
illness171, including depression, anxiety, substance abuse disorders and neurocognitive disorders.
In particular, neurocognitive disorders may develop as a result of HIV brain infections.
Common mental illness may precede and even increase vulnerability to HIV infection, or may
arise through living with HIV. Mental illness imposes a significant additional burden on PLHIV
and their families, yet is seldom adequately addressed by health-care workers, who often share
community stigma about mental illness.
According to McGrath and colleagues172, HIV differs from other chronic conditions in that
it remains stigmatised, especially in settings where reliable access to ART is not assured (for
example, in some countries and certain rural areas of sub-Saharan Africa). Hence PLHIV may
struggle to maintain the appearance of health crucial to counter stigma. Even where there is
uninterrupted access to ART, community-level stigma may still persist, paradoxically based on
“noticeably improved health, clinic visits, daily medication use, and changes in breastfeeding or
sexual habits [of PLHIV]”173 that differ from what is perceived locally as ‘normal’174. Healthcare workers may also stigmatise PLHIV: for example, a study of six Southern African countries
by Bonnington and colleagues175 found stigma and discrimination across the treatment cascade.
Unlike most other chronic diseases (except possibly for TB), HIV is infectious. The perceived
risk of HIV infection remains – even with viral suppression176. Such perceived risk affects
common social practices such as being sexually active, and falling pregnant or having children.
PLHIV and their potential or actual partners become aware of and are affected by such
perceptions. Family and community members may develop negative attitudes to PLHIV being
sexually active, based on misperceptions of risk. Health-care workers too may have a heightened
fear of HIV infection, leading to177 involuntary sterilisation of pregnant women living with HIV.
Colvin178 points out that efforts to normalise HIV and promote the notion that it is a stable,
manageable, chronic condition run counter to the long-standing view that HIV differs from
traditional chronic diseases in terms of stigmatisation and infectiousness, and the global health
challenge that it poses. The tension between these contradictory views of HIV –different and
exceptional versus similar and normal –undermines the view of HIV as a manageable chronic
condition. A perceptual shift requires not just a change in health policy and language, but
also necessitates accessible health care, trained health-care staff, reliable drug supply, access to
effective monitoring and supportive social networks to support a broader and more profound
social re-definition179 of HIV as a chronic, manageable illness.
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Such a shift may or may not entail finally abandoning the notion of HIV as exceptional. Smith
and Whiteside180 cite continuing high HIV incidence and HIV-related mortality in LMIC
(specifically in sub-Saharan Africa) and amongst marginalised groups globally, the impact on
economic and human development and on human rights, and the vast challenges of HIV and
AIDS as necessitating greater rather than less global attention. The form that funding and
support take is controversial – whether for general health systems strengthening, or to promote
integrated models of care (including with chronic care); however the challenge of HIV persists.
In conclusion, seeing HIV as a chronic condition impacts on the health-care system. Sustaining
programmes to address HIV is particularly challenging in resource-constrained settings,
where previously constrained health-care systems were developed primarily to deal with acute
infectious diseases181. Chronic care services, whether partly vertical or integrated into general
health care, face the challenges of long-term adherence, co-morbidities and drug interactions.
Contrary to what the integrated Adherence Guidelines suggest182, more staff are required to
meet the needs of an expanding patient population, and provide sufficient resources for the
widely ranging needs of patients in chronic care. Staff training needs to continue to combat
the stigma of HIV. Finally, easy access to specialist referral networks and community-based
resources are vital.
Even if such far-reaching change the health-care system is achieved, it may be insufficient to
ensure effective long-term treatment and adherence within a chronic care model. The evidencebased approach of the integrated Adherence Guidelines tends to gloss over the complexity
of living with chronic illness and the intricacy of interventions to support PLHIV on ART.
Acknowledgement of these complexities is needed to enable development of a more rigorous
and more effective model of chronic care, including for HIV.
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Therapeutic citizenship
Nguyen’s183 concept of therapeutic citizenship suggests another view of adherence. Therapeutic
citizenship balances the rights of a member of an HIV community with their responsibility
to address their own vulnerability as a result of HIV. Their primary right is to access ART and
hence ensure health, but may also embrace access to status and/or further benefits (such as jobs
or travel) as a result of membership of the HIV community. The quid pro quo responsibility is
primarily to be adherent, but could also involve disclosing one’s status and/or taking an activist
role in an organisation or community.
Therapeutic citizenship thus involves both political and personal engagement. Taking on these
rights and responsibilities involves accepting membership of a community (local, national or
even international) based on a common biomedical diagnosis and shared responses, which
enable a sense of belonging to that community and a possible shift (for both self-identity
and the identity attributed by others) from being seen as vulnerable, devalued, dependent and
focused on sheer survival to an identity embracing resilience, personal value, resourcefulness
and the possibility of thriving. Stigma needs to be addressed, as does social exclusion.
Connections to kinship-based and other social networks are imperative to enable long-term
emotional and social support.
In exploring ‘pharmaceutical citizenship’ (see Ecks) and ‘biological citizenship’ (see Rose and
Novas, and Petryna), Hristova184 notes the dynamic interdependence between biomedicine
and social, political and economic systems locally and globally. Thus, for example, for the
development of new drugs, the nature and extent of ethical and legal constraints on research,
and the availability of research participants and funding in different settings affect where
drug trials take place. Collective action by recipients of care may lead to drug treatment for
a particular condition being seen as a basic human right, and embedded in state policy, with
implications for drug supply and company profits. The ways in which drugs are marketed
or represented to users may intentionally or unintentionally imply more than just biological
outcomes, including association with particular images of health or class status. Such distal
processes may in turn impact on the social relations, status, quality of life and identities of
individuals through potential recruitment as research participants, taking treatment, being
adherent or making increasing use of biomedical terminology in their self-descriptions. When
the latter are joined to collective action in the name of rights, a new form of ‘citizenship’
(biological, pharmaceutical or therapeutic) can be discerned.
Yet Hristova notes that the processes that the ‘dynamic interdependence’ of local and global
systems implies contribute to inequity in resource constrained settings, having knock-on effects
on notions of citizenship. For example, the right to HIV treatment may in some cases take
precedence over treatment for psychiatric patients, or addressing poverty, injustice and structural
violence, and impact negatively on the health, health-care and life chances of groups which are
shaped by such social conditions. Paradoxically “sometimes the only way to survive is by having
a fatal illness”185.
Decisions about which drugs should enjoy priority in development may be largely driven by
the pharmaceutical industry’s perceptions of market conditions and projected profit levels
Nguyen V-K, Ako CY, Niamba P, & Tiendrébéogo I. (2007). Adherence as therapeutic citizenship: impact of the history of access to
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related to state procurement policies (drugs to combat TB being a case in point). Furthermore,
drug trials are often undertaken in LMIC settings, using participants recruited largely from
the most marginal populations, but with the benefits of drug development accruing first to
citizens of the developed world, or to more affluent citizens in LMIC settings. Sparke scathingly
notes that “the expansion of citizenship rights for one class of bodies is directly related to the
exploitation and diminished rights of others... a picture of exploitative asymmetry amidst global
interdependency... [and that, given] “harsh life and death body counts in less privileged parts
of the world”186. Therapeutic citizenship amongst citizens of those countries is often simply an
outgrowth of a realistic and self-interested appraisal of their life chances.
It has been argued that in certain settings187, the notion of therapeutic citizenship fails to reflect
the power relationship between health-care workers and patients on treatment programmes.
The term clientship may be more appropriate for a “sociality [that] involves respecting the
programme, being ‘docile’, and grateful in a way that seems different from the more politically
active, rights focused, sociality [of] the notion of therapeutic citizenship... In clientship the
hierarchical relation between the individual (client) and the programme (patron) is central,
whereas the sociality and solidarity with fellow AIDS patients in organisations seem less
important”188. Whether or not docility, respect and gratitude are front-stage performances, there
is no doubt that they are impediments to the shared solidarity of therapeutic citizenship.
Critiques of varying notions of ‘citizenship’ emphasise that while these concepts challenge
conventional approaches, they too may be problematic and should not be used uncritically.
Explorations of therapeutic citizenship often focus narrowly on individual and group
processes within the HIV community that confer and maintain such citizenship. However,
since individuals also have a life outside of that community, it is important to recognise the
conflicts and struggles arising when the norms applicable within the HIV community differ
from those outside, as is often the case. Mfecane2011 has, for example, shown how the forms
of citizenship and identity promoted within peer support groups in a rural area in South Africa
contradicted local norms of masculinity, creating ambivalence amongst male members regarding
their ‘HIV identity’ and membership of support groups. ‘Dual citizenship’ of this kind may be
more common than is often conveyed by writing on therapeutic citizenship.
Regarding adherence, what are the implications for someone who refuses, resists or delays
starting treatment? Will they be stigmatised as irresponsible and irrational (“throwing away the
chance of a lifetime”)? And in the case of poor or non-adherence, will the person be perceived
as irresponsible and lacking self-control and concern for others (“letting the side down”)? Will
such people be considered poor therapeutic citizens or even disqualified from full (or perhaps
any) citizenship and community membership, and thus denied treatment189? Early debates about
access to ART for people with severe mental illness, drug users or homeless people – people
already marginalised and excluded – speak to this issue (and to the advocacy needed to ensure
that that stigmatised groups also enjoy the benefits of therapeutic citizenship).
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Such considerations are supported by a recent Australian study190 which found that universally
accessible treatment can bring with it new forms of marginalisation and exclusion. Interviews
with PLHIV who had been reluctant to embark on, or to persist with treatment identified
experiences such as losing one’s sense of control, autonomy and normality; feeling judged and
thus experiencing shame and resentment; and feeling alienated from the community of PLHIV.
Such themes are the converse of the ideal of therapeutic citizenship. Such findings evoke
moves towards regimentation and inflexibility regarding treatment, reflecting new definitions of
exclusion and inclusion and “who is deemed a proper HIV citizen”191. Moreover, as Fuhrer and
Eichner suggest, “Failing to qualify for biologic/therapeutic citizenship might... [mean] the de
facto loss of any meaningful citizenship” (emphasis in the original)192.
Consideration of therapeutic citizenship nevertheless advances a more complex understanding
of adherence which requires cognisance of both the individual and the broader social context
– the distal and the proximal. Individuals come to be seen as active in their engagement
with treatment and the full agency of a community of peers is evoked, supporting not only
adherence, but also providing a movement to champion the rights of PLHIV. Such a paradigm
challenges conventional paternalistic and authoritarian biomedical approaches to adherence and
calls instead for a respectful, collaborative approach between equals. This perspective does not
overlook differences between individuals that may confound an experience of shared citizenship
(e.g. gender, class, urban-rural)193. Indeed, such a point of view allows for flexibility and can take
into account social and political change over time.
In the South Africa context this notion means being conscious that universal access to
treatment, as provided by the latest iteration of the South African ART programme, may hinder
development of a community of therapeutic citizens, and even foster tensions between PLHIV
and their respective supporters, or much worse, foster general apathy. We need to acknowledge
the substantial differences of the ‘social capital’ that the extraordinary mobilisation and cohesive
power of the early TAC campaigns brought to life, and the current technocratic approach to
ART and related initiatives. Sadly declining funding has weakened the TAC’s flagship treatment
literacy programme which aimed to develop informed and active citizens comprehending the
importance of treatment and adherence and able to advocate for programmatic and community
support194. Support groups (or adherence clubs) as currently constituted by the Department
of Health have a narrow, instrumental agenda more likely to encourage ‘clientship’ than active
therapeutic citizenship. Perhaps only unique (and adverse) social and economic circumstances195,
together with leadership and resources, are required to mobilise a community which nurtures
and supports active therapeutic citizenship196.
Therapeutic citizenship is nevertheless still relevant to current South African circumstances.
What is necessary is the converse of an oversimplified template deemed fitting for standard
protocols. In particular, the current approach to support groups in South Africa (especially
their facilitation by health-care workers), is unlikely to provide a vehicle to transform patients
into adherent therapeutic citizens. Support groups would nevertheless be enriched if a
nuanced understanding of therapeutic citizenship was incorporated into facilitator training and
mentoring.
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In conclusion
For treatment as prevention to work – not only do there have to be a significant number
of people who are living with HIV, but they have to be on ARV therapy on a sustained and
consistent basis. For people who believe that HIV prevention is better than treatment as
prevention, the notion of ‘down stream’ protection has always been problematic. In a society
with such high levels of poverty and food insecurity as well as poor public health facilities
maintaining a suscessful treatment programme is extremely difficult.
Adherence, as this monograph suggests is critical to successful treatment programmes at both
an individual and population level. It is also considered to be the foundation of the UNAIDS’
90-90-90 agenda to end AIDS by 2030 (with the 2020 targets of 90% of all people living
with HIV know their HIV status, 90% of all people who are diagnosed HIV positive receive
sustained antiretroviral therapy, and 90% of all people receiving antiretroviral therapy achieve
viral suppression). As the currently ‘accepted’ global consensus, there has been little critical
engagement on the social and structural realities and the related challenges that they pose to
achieving the ‘unrealistic’197 90-90-90 targets by 2020.
The complexity of adherence, is often ignored (including the UNAIDS 90-90-90 agenda),
leading to a misplaced reliance on simplified approaches, considered applicable to individuals
across a range of settings. There is greater acknowledgement of the role that social and
structural factors play in the HIV epidemic in general and their particular influence on
adherence, both proximally and distally. Increasing efforts are made to address distal factors
such as gender inequity, poverty and HIV stigma. Effective interventions need to be contextspecific. Interventions to combat gender inequity or reduce HIV stigma may actually exacerbate
gender violence or increase HIV stigma198. Moreover, bringing about lasting change requires
inter-sectoral collaboration and a broader time-frame.
Support for adherence needs to take account the specifics of local contexts and the individual’s
lived reality. Adherence is a social practice, played out in various ways in different social
contexts. Although individuals enjoy agency, they are subject to competing social messages that
affect enactment and reporting about adherence in different settings. An often unacknowledged
factor is the power differential between patients and health-care workers that influence their
interaction in the health-care setting. The notion of HIV as a chronic condition linked to other
chronic diseases has been increasingly incorporated into health service provision. This paradigm
overlooks important differences between HIV and other chronic diseases. Particular challenges
of living with HIV are often ignored, including HIV’s erratic course, and the exhausting nature
of the various forms of work that it requires.
Therapeutic citizenship has merit: it offers the opportunity to re-imagine what patients as a
collective may be able to achieve, including improved adherence. A simplistic and over-regulated
approach to support groups and adherence clubs within health-care services is unlikely to
enhance therapeutic citizenship or to improve adherence: a revitalised civil society is more
likely to achieve these objectives. Ideas derived from therapeutic citizenship may be useful
in challenging conventional understandings of adherence and promoting a less prescriptive
A recent commentary in the BMJ Global health described 90-90-90 targets and associated agenda as unrealistic, non-inclusive,
disease specific might contribute to weakening health systems which are already challenged by the double burden of communicable and noncommunicable diseases. Bain LE, Nkoke C, Noubiap JJN. UNAIDS 90–90–90 targets to end the AIDS epidemic by 2020 are not realistic:
comment on “Can the UNAIDS 90–90–90 target be achieved? A systematic analysis of national HIV treatment cascades”. BMJ Global Health
2017;2:e000227. doi:10.1136/bmjgh-2016-000227
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approach that is more sensitive to local context. Current approaches to adherence need to be
reviewed urgently. A more complex understanding of adherence to treatment is critical, which
has implications for staffing, costs and budget priorities.
In conclusion then, we need to ask: can we continue with business as usual regarding ART
adherence (and UNAIDS’ 90-90-90 agenda for that matter), or is radical transformation now
required?

Notes

Although South Africa has the largest cohort worldwide initiated onto ART, we need to ask whether
adequate attention has been given to ensuring long-term adherence to treatment. If the South African
ART programme is to achieve the declared goal of the South African National Department of Health
(i.e. to end the HIV epidemic by 2030), then – poor adherence to ART – must be recognised and
addressed. The focus of this monograph is primarily on how social and structural factors shape
and sustain the HIV epidemic, including their influence on adherence, and the implication of this for
promoting adherence. We argue that dominant ways of thinking about adherence may themselves be
problematic and we suggest alternative approaches.
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